West Pictou Consolidated 7 and 8 French Immersion
School Supply List 2020-2021
The following is a list of supplies required for grade 7 and 8 French Immersion students at West Pictou
Consolidated School for 2020-2021. Please note: students will be unable to share supplies or use
classroom supplies this year and they are encouraged to bring their own lunch and pre-filled water
bottle from home. Also, due to the fact that students in grades 7 and 8 will not have the use of a locker
at school this year, we have modified our list from previous years and have a few suggestions as to how
they might wish to organize their belongings.
Supplies:
⏯ a backpack
⏯ 2 - 2” binders (large enough for all subjects)
⏯ dividers (2 packages)
⏯ looseleaf (2 packages)
⏯ graph paper (1 package OR graph paper post-its)
⏯ 2 duotangs with pockets inside
⏯ a pencil case
⏯ pencils (2 boxes)
⏯ pens (1 package black OR blue)
⏯ white erasers
⏯ glue sticks
⏯ coloured pencils (a small package of about 12 pencils will suffice)
⏯ scissors
⏯ a ruler
⏯ a small, handheld pencil sharpener for personal use
⏯ a calculator (an inexpensive scientific calculator is suggested - if possible)
⏯ a lunch bag
⏯ a personal, reusable water bottle (fountains will not be in use)
⏯ non-marking sneakers (to be worn in the building as indoor shoes and for Phys. Ed.)
⏯ mask(s) (non-surgical or homemade is fine) - will be needed on the bus, and possibly in the hallways
⏯ 1 package of cleaning wipes OR 1 spray bottle of disinfectant (antibacterial and antiviral)
⏯ personal supply of kleenex (to be kept in their backpack)
⏯ suggestion: small bottle of hand sanitizer for personal use
Suggestions:
⏯ Binders: Students should only take one binder with them to school daily, containing: one package of
looseleaf, dividers for each subject and 1⁄2 package of graph paper OR graph paper post-its. When their
school binder starts getting full they can transfer some of their work to the second binder at home.
⏯ Pencil Case: There should be 3-4 pencils, 3-4 pens, a glue stick, coloured pencils, scissors, a ruler (if
small enough), a pencil sharpener and a calculator in their pencil case at all times.
⏯ Remaining Supplies: Remaining looseleaf, graph paper, pencils, pens, erasers etc... can be stored at
home to restock their supplies as needed.
Please label all materials if possible. Thank-you!

